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In addition to the measurement of the Kerr rotation angle, the measurement of the ellipticity is
generally known to be necessary for determining the off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor.
We have found a new method for determining the off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor,
without measuring the ellipticity, for a sample deposited on a transparent substrate. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!00420-2#
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Magneto-optical~MO! Kerr effects have had much at
tention over the last decade, primarily due to the applicati
of the effects to erasable high-density data storage. MO K
effects are the change of the polarization state of a reflec
light from a magnetized sample. When a linearly polariz
light is reflected from a magnetic material, the reflected lig
is generally elliptically polarized. The rotation angle of th
ellipse is called the Kerr rotation angle, and the arctangen
the ratio of its short and long axis is the Kerr ellipticity
When the direction of the magnetization is perpendicular
the film plane, it is called the polar Kerr effect. It is cause
by the off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor, which
a fundamental response function of a magnetized sample
the external electric field.1 Therefore, determination of the
off-diagonal element is important for understanding MO e
fects and also, for developing new MO recording materia

It is generally known that the ellipticity as well as th
Kerr rotation angle and the complex refractive indexn1 ik
should be measured to determine the off-diagonal elemen1,2

However, most experimental methods, except the ph
modulation method adopting a photoelastic modulat
should employ al/4 plate or a Soleil–Babinet compensato
corresponding to a given wavelength in measuring t
ellipticity.2–5 Therefore, those methods cause much inconv
nience to carry out the spectrometric measurements.

In this letter, we report a new method to determine t
off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor without measu
ing the ellipticity of a magnetized film. This method could b
applied to any magnetic materials prepared on a transpa
substrate with a known refractive index. We present an a
lytic solution for bulk and a numerical solution for thin film

When a sample having cubic symmetry or higher sym
metry is magnetized in thez direction, using symmetry op-
erations and Onsager relations6 the dielectric tensor of the
sample is given by:

ẽ5S exx exy 0

2exy exx 0

0 0 ezz
D . ~1!

The elements of the tensor,exx andexy , are generally com-
plex numbers. The left- and right-circular polarization ve
tors are the basis vectors of the normal incidence light to
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sample of the dielectric tensorẽ. Therefore, the complex
refractive indices are given byn6

2 5exx6 i exy for each circu-
lar polarization in the optical wavelength region.7 Then, con-
sidering only the first-order approximation ofexy /exx , one
can get a well-known relation as follows:1,2,6

uK1 i«K5
n0exy

Aexx~n0
22exx!

, ~2!

whereuK ,«K , andn0 are the Kerr rotation angle, the Kerr
ellipticity, and the refractive index of surrounding medium
respectively. Puttingexx5(n1 ik)2 and exy5exy8 1 i exy9 in
Eq. ~2!, uK and «K can be expressed in a matrix form a
follows:

S uK

«K
D 5S A B

2B AD S exy8

exy9
D , ~3!

whereA andB are given by

A5
n0n~n0

22n213k2!

~n21k2!@~n0
22n22k2!214n0

2k2#
, ~4!

B5
n0k~n0

223n21k2!

~n21k2!@~n0
22n22k2!214n0

2k2#
. ~5!

Therefore, if theA,B,uK , and «K are known,exy can be
obtained easily.1,2,6

In Eqs. ~3!, ~4!, and ~5!, it should be pointed out that
uK and«K are dependent on the refractive index of surroun
ing medium,n0 . So if the light entered through a transparen
substrate,n0 would be replaced by the refractive index of the
substratens . In this case, one may ignore the multiple inter
ference effect on the Kerr rotation angle for a light sourc
having short coherence length. Because the Faraday effec
the substrate is proportional to an external magnetic field,
effect in the measurement of the Kerr rotation angle for th
substrate incidence can be easily subtracted. Therefore
similar relation as Eq.~3! is obtained for the substrate inci-
dence:

S uK
s

«K
s D 5S A8 B8

2B8 A8
D S exy8

exy9
D , ~38!

whereuK
s and«K

s are the Kerr rotation angle and the elliptic-
ity for the substrate incidence, andA8 andB8 are the same
relation asA andB except thatn0 is replaced withns .
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From Eqs.~3! and ~38), one may easily relateuK and
uK
s to exy8 andexy9 as follows:

S uK

uK
s D 5N•S exy8

exy9
D , ~6!

whereN is given by

N5S A B

A8 B8
D . ~7!

The relations ofuK anduK
s vs exy8 andexy9 are depicted

by a plane as shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! for a given value
of exx523.0527119.2864i for Fe film andns 5 1.5 for the
glass substrate at the wavelength 6328 Å, respectively. Si
the secular equation of the matrixN is given by

detuNu5AB82BA8}ns
22n0

2 , ~8!

an inverse matrix ofN always exists ifns is different from
n0 . The condition ofnsÞn0 is satisfied for most substrate
in visible-wavelength region. Henceexy8 and exy9 can be ob-
tained from

S exy8

exy9
D 5N21S uK

uK
s D . ~9!

FIG. 1. Dependence of the Kerr rotation of a bulk sample on the real and
imaginary parts of the off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor~a! for
the film incidence and~b! for the substrate incidence.
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Therefore, one can analytically obtainexy8 and exy9 of the
thick sample prepared on a transparent substrate from
measurements ofuK anduK

s . The ellipticity can also be ob-
tained from the relation as follows:

S uK

«K
D 5S 1 0

AA81BB8

A8B2AB8

A21B2

AB82A8B
D S uK

uK
s D . ~10!

So far, we have considered an optically thick film whe
the multiple interference could be ignored. Therefore, t
previous results are not applicable to a thin film where t
multiple interference should be taken into account. In th
situation, using the medium propagation matrix method p
sented by Zaket al.,8 uK and «K might be expressed by a
functional formula as follows:

uK1 i«K5 f ~ ñi ,exy ,d!, ~11!

whered is the thickness of a film,ñi5ni1 ik i represents the
complex refractive index of each layer of substrate, film, a
air at a given wavelength. Hence,uK is given by the real part
of the function f . Considering that MO effect is the first
order effect ofexy for a givenñi even in the presence of th
multiple reflections, the Kerr rotation angles ofuK and uK

s

can be expressed by

FIG. 2. Dependence of the Kerr rotation of a 300-Å thin film on the real a
the imaginary parts of the off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor~a!
for the thin film incidence and~b! for the substrate incidence.
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uK5A~ ñi ,d!exy8 1B~ ñi ,d!exy9 , ~12!

uK
s 5As~ ñi ,d!exy8 1Bs~ ñi ,d!exy9 . ~13!

The coefficients ofA, B, As, and Bs are generally very
complicated functions for a thin film, but they can be n
merically determined onceñ andd are provided. Therefore
using the measured values ofuK and uK

s the off-diagonal
element ofexy8 andexy9 can be obtained by solving two inde
pendent linear equations.

To check validity and independence of Eqs.~12! and
~13!, the magneto-optical response of 300-Å Fe on a gl
substrate was calculated as an example. Using the v
of ñ52.8713.36i for Fe film andns 5 1.5 for the glass
substrate at the wavelength 6328 Å, we have obtaineduK
anduK

s as plotted in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. It can
be seen in these figures thatuK and uK

s are represented a
planes inexy8 - exy9 coordinates which proves validity of th
linear relationship in Eqs.~12! and~13!. While, the fact that
two planes in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! have different normal vec
tors implies that Eqs.~12! and ~13! are independent.

Onceexy8 andexy9 are determined by the present metho
the ellipticity «K is easily obtained using Eq.~11!.8 With
determined values ofuK and «K , one may then calculate
exy8 andexy9 by employing the Newton–Raphson’s method9

We have confirmed that the results were exactly same as
values ofexy8 andexy9 determined by the present method.

It should be mentioned that in principle there is no pro
lem to apply the present method to an absorbing subs
once the complex refractive index of the substrate is kno
2884 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 68, No. 20, 13 May 1996
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However, the signal-to-noise ratio is expected to be poor f
a high absorbing substrate.

In conclusion, we have developed a new method for d
termining the off-diagonal element of the dielectric tenso
without measuring the ellipticity. Two Kerr rotation angle
measured from the film side and the substrate side are u
in the present method, whereexy is determined analytically
for a bulk sample, while they are determined numerically fo
a thin film. The present method is always applicable once t
refractive index and thickness of a sample and the refract
index of a substrate are known, providing thatnsÞn0 .
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